Barcelona, Wednesday, February 27, 2019

On Feb 25-28
please visit us at the
“MWC 19 BARCELONA” show
Elsight - at Hall 5 Stand 5E61
monogoto – at Hall 8.0 Stand 8.0C12

Elsight Enters New Cooperation with
monogoto to Expand Halo Platform’s
Cellular Reach
Elsight Limited (ASX: ELS), an Australian listed company that produces advanced
communication technologies for real-time data transmission over cellular networks in missioncritical environments, announced today that the company has entered a new cooperation with
monogoto Programmable Cellular, an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider that enables
Enterprises, SMBs, MNOs and MVNOs with over-the-top cellular connectivity and global
coverage with multiple identities.
In response to a growing need for reliable and secured connectivity in AI and IoT environments,
Elsight’s reliable, high bandwidth data transmission technology that operates over multiple IP
links applies unique architecture that allows for easy integration within any IoT device for
seamless connectivity on-the-go. The company’s latest development, the Halo communication
platform, is equipped with the world’s most compact, next-generation bonding technology,
enabling always-on connectivity. Available as either a standalone external device or a
lightweight internal board, Elsight Halo provides the highest bandwidth, highly secured
communication for the transmission of live data, in real-time, from everywhere and to anywhere,
while on-the-move, or on-the-ground.
The Halo 2000/4000 features multi-SIM cellular modules, built-in WiFi, a video encoder,
enabling seamless data connectivity. Its ultralight weight, tiny size, low power consumption and
the lowest heat index, combined with the industry’s best benefit-cost ratio (BCR) - maximizes
your reach with optional video transmission capabilities, while providing decision makers with
the complete picture of any scene, unmatched security, transmission, and highest availability for
any of your transmission needs.
Elsight’s new cooperation with monogoto will enable Halo’s cellular reach to further expand,
regardless of the challenging, dynamic or remote environment the platform is used in. In
addition, monogoto platform enhances the security and control over the signaling and the SIM.
Elsight will integrate monogoto’s secure SIM cards into the Halo board, allowing Halo users to
benefit from global connectivity in over 180 countries and a full self-service console that

promotes SIM/network-based security and policy enforcement. And, as the programmable
cellular platform within each SIM is based on a single unified management console, it can be
extended or customized by utilizing RESTful API functions.
The cooperation between Elsight and monogoto will therefore significantly improve upon
Halo’s already revolutionary offering. With monogoto inside, Elsight’s Halo’s benefits will only
scale to reach new real-time data and video connectivity heights, with reduced data use cost
improved billing, superior cross company SIM management and much more.
“It’s an exciting time for monogoto as we entitled to influence the shape of the IoT Connectivity
future,” said Itamar Kunik, Chief Executive Officer for monogoto. “We believe that this
cooperation with Elsight will extend Halo platform global footprint and in combination with
monogoto’s Secure Core and SIM, will open great opportunities for both companies going
forward.”
"With monogoto’s powerful platform embedded and tightly integrated into our Halo’s offering our customers will be able to enjoy a brand-new service level, not available before. Such a
monogoto inside improvements will enable our customers to enjoy the best possible companywide SIM management, reduced data cost and dramatically improved accounting and billing
capabilities” stated Nir Gabay, CEO of Elsight.
Elsight and monogoto both are exhibiting at the Fira Barcelona Gran Via, Elsight, Hall 5 Stand
5E61, monogoto, Hall 8.0 Stand 8.0C12 at the MWC19 Barcelona the week of February 25th28th, 2019. The conference will feature over 2,400 companies and an expected 107,000
attendees. As such, it is a most fitting location to announce this new and exciting cooperation.
About Elsight
Founded in 2009 and public on ASX since 2017, Elsight’s (www.elsight.com) cutting-edge realtime, adaptive data transmission technology was designed to address the most demanding
connectivity needs. The platform currently presents an unmatched level of reliability, lowest
latency, and highest adaptive bandwidth over cellular networks in the form of ideally secure
milspec solutions for defense and civil usage.
For more information, please visit www.elsight.com.
About monogoto
monogoto Programmable Cellular is an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) enabling enterprises,
SMBs, MNOs and MVNOs to launch many cellular use cases, from IoT connectivity to travel
SIM, digital wallets and more. In addition, monogoto IaaS can solve specific operators’ needs,
such as global roaming, IMSI donations, HLR proxy, tactical steering and private LTE.
monogoto is the first company to expose true self-service via a console, APIs and native mobile
app for all network components, including: SIM cards, GGSN, HLR, HSS, SMSC, SCEF and

MQTT. Each customer is provided with a secure SIM and core with advanced firewall
capabilities.
For more information, please visit monogoto.io.
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